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Current trends:
Scripting (I)

n A bid part of interface design centers around dialogs
that a system has with a user of the system

n These dialogs follow what is usually called a "script",
i.e. a sequence of requests and answers

n Starting with the use of data bases and operating
systems, it became clear that there was a need for
easily putting together scripts to achieve complex,
repetitive interactions without having users to go
through the dialogs all of the time
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Current trends:
Scripting (II)

n More recently, the Internet provides an additional
source for scenarios in which a dialog between a
system (usually related to a web page or set of web
pages on a server) and a user (usually using a
browser) is needed

n To ease developing scripts (and allow users that have
to enact the same scripts very often to automate their
part of the dialog) scripting languages have become a
whole group of special purpose languages
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Current trends:
Scripting (III)

n Scripting languages usually provide
l a full set of control structures
l Basic numerical data structures and operations on

them
l A very good treatment of characters and

especially strings
l Arrays and record-like structures to build complex

data structures
l Special features to handle the interaction with

particular systems (like forms, events, IO)
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Current trends:
Scripting (IV)

n Due to facilitating a dialog, the control flow within
scripting languages is sequential (although it can
branch quite a lot)

n Typical programs in scripting languages should not
be too long (else using a general purpose language
becomes the better option) and we usually do not see
a very modular approach in these programs

n Examples of scripting languages are awk (in fact, all
kinds of shell-script languages in operating systems),
Pearl (clearly on its way to becoming general
purpose), JavaScript, VBScript, PHP
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A short look at JavaScript (I)

n Most commonly used within HTML-documents to
provide client-side scripting (Pearl and PHP are
server side)
F dynamically creating and modifying documents

n But can also be used for other applications
n Syntax very similar to Java
n Object-concept totally different (in fact, according to

our classification of object-oriented programming, it
is very questionable to call JavaScript object-oriented)
F yet another name screw-up
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A short look at JavaScript (II)

n In JavaScript, objects are used to describe the data
that is needed by the dialog

n For example, JavaScript has objects "describing"
HTML-documents or Windows

n Users can also define objects by providing a
constructor function for the object

n Note: there are no explicit classes and consequently
nothing of object-oriented programming related to
classes exists in JavaScript
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Example for eval
<HTML>
<HEAD>

<TITLE> JavaScript Example 1 </TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>

<SCRIPT language="JavaScript">
var convertMe = "2+2";
convertMe = eval(convertMe); document.write(convertMe);

</SCRIPT>
</BODY>
</HTML>
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The Dynamic HTML Object Model

Window
location
frames
history
event
screen
navigator
document

document
links
anchors
forms
frames
scripts
body
filters
…
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Example for events in JavaScript
<HTML>
<HEAD>

<TITLE> JavaScript Example 2 </TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>

<H1 onclick="hClicked()">Some Header Text</H1>
<SCRIPT language="JavaScript">

function hClicked()
{

alert("Header Text element clicked");
}

</SCRIPT>
</BODY>
</HTML>
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The future?

n Distributed systems are not handled very well by
programming languages, so far

n They are usually realized by the operating system
and the languages make system calls to use them

n Even threads are only a weak approach to this
n We can expect in the future the development first of

special purpose languages dealing with distributed
processes

n And I would even predict that this will also find its
way into general purpose languages


